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(54) COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, BASE STATION DEVICE AND COMMUNICATION METHOD

(57) The present invention is designed to provide
highly efficient small cell radio access that is specially
customized for small cells. In a communication system
having a macro base station apparatus (30) that forms a
macro cell and a plurality of local base station appara-
tuses that are connected with the macro base station
apparatus (30) via a communication link and that form
small cells inside the macro cell, the macro base station

apparatus (30) or the local base station apparatuses al-
locate signals to be transmitted and received by the small
cells to specific radio resources and transmit the signals,
and also report identification information that can identify
the radio resources where the signals transmitted and r
received by the small cells are allocated, to a mobile ter-
minal apparatus.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a communica-
tion system, a base station apparatus and a communi-
cation method in a next-generation mobile communica-
tion system.

Background Art

[0002] In a UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tions System) network, long-term evolution (LTE) is un-
der study for the purposes of further increasing high-
speed data rates, providing low delay and so on (non-
patent literature 1). In LTE, as multiple access schemes,
a scheme that is based on OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequen-
cy Division Multiple Access) is used in downlink channels
(downlink), and a scheme that is based on SC-FDMA
(Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access) is
used in uplink channels (uplink).
[0003] Also, successor systems of LTE (referred to as,
for example, "LTE-advanced" or "LTE enhancement"
(hereinafter referred to as "LTE-A")) are under study for
the purpose of achieving further broadbandization and
increased speed beyond LTE. In Rel-10, which is one
variation of LTE-A, an agreement has been reached to
employ carrier aggregation, whereby a plurality of com-
ponent carriers (CCs), in which the system band of the
LTE system is one unit, are grouped to achieve broad-
bandization. Also, with LTE-A of Rel-10 and later ver-
sions, achieving increased capacity by means of a het-
erogeneous network (HetNet) configuration, in which
many small cells are overlaid in a macro cell, is under
study.

Citation List

Non-Patent Literature

[0004] Non-Patent Literature 1: 3GPP TR 25.913 "Re-
quirements for Evolved UTRA and Evolved UTRAN"

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] Now, in cellular systems such as W-CDMA, LTE
(Rel. 8) and successor systems of LTE (for example, Rel.
9 and Rel. 10), the radio communication schemes (radio
interfaces) are designed to support macro cells. In addi-
tion to cellular environments such as these, it is expected
that, in the future, high-speed wireless services by means
of near-field communication such as ones provided in-
doors, in shopping malls and so on will be provided. Con-
sequently, there is a demand to design a new radio com-
munication scheme that is specially customized for small
cells, so that it is possible to secure capacity with small

cells while securing coverage with macro cells.
[0006] The present invention has been made in view
of the above, and it is therefore an object of the present
invention to provide a communication system, a base
station apparatus and a communication method that can
provide highly efficient small cell radio access.

Solution to Problem

[0007] The communication system of the present in-
vention is a communication system having a macro base
station apparatus that forms a macro cell and a plurality
of local base station apparatuses that are connected with
the macro base station apparatus via a communication
link and that form small cells inside the macro cell, and,
in this communication system, the macro base station
apparatus or the local base station apparatuses allocate
signals transmitted and received by the small cells to
specific radio resources and transmit the signals, and
also report identification information that can identify the
radio resources where the signals transmitted and re-
ceived by the small cells are allocated, to a mobile ter-
minal apparatus.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the present invention, it is possible
to provide highly efficient small cell radio access that is
specially customized for small cells.
[0009] Brief Description of Drawings

FIG. 1 is a diagram to show a structure to place many
small cells in a macro cell;
FIG. 2A is a HetNet structure diagram, in which a
macro cell and small cells are operated using the
same carrier, and FIG. 2B is a HetNet structure di-
agram, in which a macro cell and small cells are op-
erated using different carriers;
FIG. 3 is a diagram to explain a radio frame including
MBSFN subframes;
FIG. 4 is a diagram to explain a radio frame including
subframes in which RRM/RLM measurement is re-
stricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction;
FIG. 5 is a diagram to explain subframes in which
CSI measurement is designated to be carried out by
a CSI measurement restriction;
FIG. 6 is a diagram to explain a system structure of
a radio communication system;
FIG. 7 is a diagram to show an overall structure of a
macro cell base station apparatus; and
FIG. 8 is a diagram to show an overall structure of a
small cell base station apparatus.

Description of Embodiments

[0010] As shown in FIG. 1, although, in a heterogene-
ous network structure, many small cells are placed in a
macro cell area, when many small cells S are placed in
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a macro cell area, it is necessary to design the small cells
S taking into account capacity versus network costs. Net-
work costs may include, for example, the cost of installing
network nodes, backhaul links and so on, the operation
cost for cell planning and maintenance support, the pow-
er consumption on the network side, and so on. Also, as
a demand apart from capacity, small cells S are required
to support saved power consumption on the mobile ter-
minal apparatus side, random cell planning, and so on.
[0011] The present invention is applicable to the two
kinds of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) shown in
FIGs. 2A and 2B.
[0012] In the HetNet structure shown in FIG. 2A, the
macro cell M and the small cells S are operated using
the same carrier (frequency F0). In the 3GPP, inter-cell
interference control (eICIC: enhanced Inter-Cell Interfer-
ence Coordination) technique in HetNets is under study.
As a result of this, eICIC in the time domain has been
agreed upon. Interference coordination in the time do-
main (in subframe units) is also applicable to single-car-
rier communication as well. Interference is reduced by
using almost-blank subframes (subframes in which data
is not transmitted) or MBSFN subframes as non-trans-
mission periods.
[0013] In the HetNet structure shown in FIG. 2B, the
macro cell M and the small cells S are operated using
different frequencies (F1 and F2). To operate the macro
cell M and the small cells S with different frequencies (F1
and F2), carrier aggregation defined in LTE-A may be
used. In Rel-10, carrier aggregation to group a plurality
of component carriers (CCs) for broadbandization, where
the system band of the conventional system (LTE) con-
stitutes one unit, is defined. The HetNet structure shown
in FIG. 2B represents a concept to employ a radio inter-
face (NCT: New Carrier Type), to which the conventional
concept of cell IDs does not apply, and which is specially
customized for user data transmission in small cells S.
[0014] In the HetNet structure shown in FIG. 2B, the
macro cell M supports C (Control)-plane to transmit con-
trol signals, and the small cells S support U (User)-plane
to transmit user data, separately. In particular, by oper-
ating the macro cell M in a conventional LTE frequency
band (for example, the 2 GHz band) and the small cells
S in a frequency band (for example, the 3.5 GHz band)
that is higher than that of the macro cell M, it is possible
to maintain high connectivity against the mobility of mo-
bile stations (UE: User Equipment), and, by using a wide
bandwidth, realize high-speed communication that does
not produce interference between the macro cells and
the small cells. Furthermore, by employing NCT, which
removes cell-specific signals (CRSs and so on), many
advantages are achieved, such as simplified cell plan-
ning, energy saving, flexible application of CoMP (Coor-
dinated Multi-Point) techniques and so on. Also, the mac-
ro cell M supports C-plane and U-plane together, and
achieves transmission quality even with UEs without
nearby small cells S.
[0015] Now, referring to the HetNet structure shown in

FIG. 2B, there may be differences in requirements and
structures between the macro cell M and the small cells
S. The macro cell M has a limited bandwidth, and there-
fore spectral efficiency is very important. By contrast with
this, the small cells S can take up a wide bandwidth easily,
so that, as long as a wide bandwidth can be secured, the
importance of spectral efficiency is not as high as it is for
the macro cell M. While the macro cell M needs to support
high mobility such as typified by cars, the small cells S
have only to support low mobility. The macro cell M needs
to secure a wide coverage. On the other hand, although
the small cells S should preferably secure a wide cover-
age as well, the macro cell M can cover up the shortage
of coverage.
[0016] Also, in the macro cell M, there is a significant
power difference between the uplink and the downlink,
and the uplink and the downlink are asymmetrical. By
contrast with this, in the small cells S, there is little power
difference between the uplink and the downlink, and the
uplink and the downlink are made nearly symmetrical.
Furthermore, in the macro cell M, the number of connect-
ing users per cell is large, and, furthermore, cell planning
is executed, so that there is little variation of traffic. By
contrast with this, in the small cells S, the number of con-
necting users per cell is low, and, furthermore, cell plan-
ning may not be executed, and therefore traffic varies
significantly. In this way, the optimal requirements for the
small cells S are different from those of the macro cell,
and therefore there is a need to design a radio commu-
nication scheme that is specially customized for the small
cells S.
[0017] Considering interference that arises from saved
power consumption and random cell planning, it is pref-
erable to configure a radio communication scheme for
small cells S that assumes non-transmission while there
is no traffic. Consequently, the radio communication
scheme for small cells S may be designed as UE-specific
as possible. Consequently, the radio communication
scheme for small cells S may be designed based on eP-
DCCHs (enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channels)
and DM-RSs (Demodulation-Reference Signals), with-
out using the PSS/SSS (Primary Synchronization Sig-
nal/Secondary Synchronization Signal), CRSs (Cell-spe-
cific Reference Signals) and the PDCCH (Physical
Downlink Control Channel) in LTE and/or the like.
[0018] Here, an ePDCCH refers to a predetermined
frequency band in the PDSCH region (data signal region)
that is used as a PDCCH region (control signal region).
ePDCCHs that are allocated to the PDSCH region are
demodulated using DM-RSs. Note that an ePDCCH may
be referred to as an "FDM-type PDCCH" or may be re-
ferred to as a "UE-PDCCH." Also, although a new carrier
that is different from conventional carriers is used in the
radio communication scheme for small cells S, this new
carrier may be referred to as an "additional carrier," or
may be referred to as an "extension carrier."
[0019] If everything in the radio communication
scheme for small cells S is designed UE-specific, a mo-
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bile terminal apparatus has no opportunity to gain initial
access to small cells. Consequently, even with the radio
communication scheme for small cells, there may be a
need to provide cell-specific reference signals for select-
ing small cells that are suitable for data channel (control
channel) communication with individual mobile terminal
apparatuses. In view of this need, it may be possible to
transmit cell-specific reference signals from small cells
in order to allow a mobile terminal apparatus to discover
a small cell that is suitable for data channel (and/or control
channel) transmission.
[0020] Also, in a HetNet environment such as the ones
illustrated in FIG. 2, a study is in progress to stop signal
transmission from small cells in which no mobile terminal
apparatus is placed, small cells which are not involved
in data communication with mobile terminal apparatuses
and so on, and assume a dormant mode. In this way, by
stopping signal transmission where there is no need,
there is an expectation to reduce power consumption and
reduce the amount of interference against other cells.
Furthermore, following the growing popularity of network
structures in which many small cells are present as can-
didates for access for mobile terminal apparatuses, in
the future, technologies that relate to further reduction of
power consumption, further reduction of the amount of
interference and so on are likely to be proposed.
[0021] However, only mobile terminal apparatuses that
comply with the specifications of Rel. 12 LTE and later
versions (mobile terminal apparatuses of Rel. 12 LTE
and later versions) support these small cell-related tech-
nologies. By contrast with this, mobile terminal appara-
tuses that comply with the specifications of Rel. 11 LTE
and earlier versions (mobile terminal apparatuses of Rel.
11 LTE and earlier versions) do not support such small
cell-related technologies. Consequently, for example,
even when cell-specific reference signals are transmitted
from small cells, mobile terminal apparatuses of Rel. 11
LTE and earlier versions cannot identify these reference
signals. As a result of this, problems such as deterioration
of the accuracy of demodulation of data signals and con-
trol signals due to interference from these reference sig-
nals might occur.
[0022] The present inventors have focused on the
technical problem of how to reduce the negative influence
which signals transmitted and received by small cells
might have upon mobile terminal apparatuses that do not
support these signals transmitted and received by small
cells, in a network structure where many small cells are
present as candidates for access for mobile terminal ap-
paratuses, and arrived at the present invention.
[0023] In the following description, the cell-specific ref-
erence signals that are transmitted from small cells so
as to allow mobile terminal apparatuses to find small cells
that are suitable for data channel (and/or control channel)
transmission will be referred to as "DISCOVERY SIG-
NALS." Note that the "DISCOVERY SIGNAL" may also
be referred to as, for example, the "PDCH" (Physical Dis-
covery Channel), the "BS" (Beacon Signal), the "DPS"

(Discovery Pilot Signal) and so on. Also, a base station
apparatus that constitutes a macro cell will be referred
to as a "macro station," and a base station apparatus that
constitutes a small cell will be referred to as a "local sta-
tion."
[0024] Note that signals having the following charac-
teristics may be used as DISCOVERY SIGNALS. DIS-
COVERY SIGNALS may be formed with one of the sig-
nals of (a) to (d) shown below, or may be formed by com-
bining the signals of (a) to (d) in an arbitrary manner.

(a) The synchronization signals (PSS: Primary Syn-
chronization Signal, and SSS: Secondary Synchro-
nization Signal) that are defined in LTE (Rel. 8) may
be used.
(b) Signals that use the same sequences as the syn-
chronization signals defined in LTE (Rel. 8) and mul-
tiplex these sequences in different locations along
the time/frequency direction may be used. For ex-
ample, signals to multiplex the PSS and SSS in dif-
ferent slots may be used.
(c) DISCOVERY SIGNALS that are defined anew to
select small cells may be used. For example, signals
that have characteristics of having a long transmis-
sion cycle and/or having a large amount of radio re-
sources per transmission unit compared to the syn-
chronization signals (PSS and SSS) defined in LTE
(Rel. 8) may be used.
(d) Conventional reference signals (CSI-RS, CRS,
DM-RS, PRS and SRS) that are defined in LTE-A
(Rel. 10) may be used. Also, part of the conventional
reference signals (for example, a signal to transmit
the CRS of one port in a 5 msec cycle) may be used
as well.

[0025] The present invention provides a communica-
tion system in which signals that small cells transmit or
receive (hereinafter referred to as "small cell communi-
cation signals") are allocated to specific radio resources
and transmitted, and, in which, furthermore, information
that can identify the radio resources where these small
cell communication signals are allocated (hereinafter re-
ferred to as "resource identification information") is re-
ported to mobile terminal apparatuses. A macro station
or a local station transmits small cell communication sig-
nals (for example, DISCOVERY SIGNALS). A mobile ter-
minal apparatus identifies the radio resources where the
small cell communication signals are allocated, based
on resource identification information reported from the
macro station or the local station.
[0026] By this means, since resource identification in-
formation of small cell communication signals is reported
to mobile terminal apparatuses, it is possible to identify
the applicable radio resources and reduce the negative
influence caused by the small cell communication signals
in mobile terminal apparatuses that do not support the
small cell communication signals.
[0027] A first aspect of the present invention provides
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a communication system, in which small cell communi-
cation signals are allocated only to subframes that can
be selected as MBSFN (MBMS Single Frequency Net-
work) subframes among the subframes contained in a
radio frame, and in which, furthermore, the MBSFN sub-
frames where these small cell communication signals are
allocated are reported to mobile terminal apparatuses.
The mobile terminal apparatuses identify the radio re-
sources (subframes) where the small cell communication
signals are allocated, based on the MBSFN subframes.
[0028] By this means, since MBSFN subframes are
reported to mobile terminal apparatuses as resource
identification information of small cell communication sig-
nals, the mobile terminal apparatuses can identify sub-
frames that contain small cell communication signals as
subframes where measurement alone is allowed. As a
result of this, it is possible to prevent the situation where
mobile terminal apparatuses identify subframes contain-
ing small cell communication signals as normal sub-
frames (for example, subframes in which data signals
and control signals are multiplexed), so that it is possible
to reduce the occurrence of problems such as deteriora-
tion of the accuracy of demodulation of data signals and
control signals.
[0029] A second aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a communication system, in which small cell com-
munication signals are allocated only to subframes where
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted by an RRM/RLM
measurement restriction, and in which, furthermore, the
subframes where these small cell communication signals
are allocated are reported to mobile terminal apparatuses
as subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is restrict-
ed. The mobile terminal apparatuses identify the radio
resources (subframes) where the small cell communica-
tion signals are allocated, based on the subframes where
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted.
[0030] By this means, since subframes in which
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted are reported to mo-
bile terminal apparatuses as resource identification in-
formation of small cell communication signals, the mobile
terminal apparatuses can identify subframes that contain
small cell communication signals as subframes where
RRM/RLM measurement cannot be executed. As a result
of this, it is possible to prevent the situation where mobile
terminal apparatuses identify subframes that contain
small cell communication signals as subframes where
RRM/RLM measurement can be executed, so that it be-
comes possible to feed back adequate RRM/RLM meas-
urement results.
[0031] A third aspect of the present invention provides
a communication system, in which small cell communi-
cation signals are allocated only to subframes where CSI
measurement is designated to be carried out by a CSI
measurement restriction, and in which, furthermore, the
subframes where these small cell communication signals
are allocated are reported to mobile terminal apparatuses
as subframes in which CSI measurement is designated
to be carried out. The mobile terminal apparatuses iden-

tify the radio resources (subframes) where the small cell
communication signals are allocated, based on the sub-
frames in which CSI measurement is designated to be
carried out.
[0032] By this means, since subframes, in which CSI
measurement is designated to be carried out, are report-
ed to mobile terminal apparatuses as resource identifi-
cation information of small cell communication signals,
the mobile terminal apparatuses can identify subframes
that contain small cell communication signals as sub-
frames where CSI measurement should be carried out.
Consequently, the mobile terminal apparatuses report
channel received quality information that is gained by
performing interference estimation based on subframes
that contain small cell communication signals. Mean-
while, a macro station or a local station can recognize
that the channel received quality information is based on
subframes that contain small cell communication signals,
and therefore can learn the characteristics of this channel
received quality information.
[0033] A fourth aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a communication system, in which small cell com-
munication signal are allocated only to radio resources
where CSI-RSs can be multiplexed, and in which, fur-
thermore, the radio resources where these small cell
communication signals are allocated are reported to mo-
bile terminal apparatuses. The mobile terminal appara-
tuses identify the radio resources where the small cell
communication signals are allocated, based on the radio
resources where CSI-RSs are allocated.
[0034] By this means, since radio resources where
CSI-RSs are allocated are reported to mobile terminal
apparatuses as resource identification information of
small cell communication signals, the mobile terminal ap-
paratuses can identify radio resources that contain small
cell communication signals as radio resources where
CSI-RSs are multiplexed. As a result of this, it is possible
to prevent the situation where, in mobile terminal appa-
ratuses, radio resources that contain small cell commu-
nication signals are involved in the execution of rate
matching, so that it becomes possible to execute rate
matching adequately by using radio resources where da-
ta signals may be multiplexed.
[0035] A fifth aspect of the present invention provides
a communication system, in which small cell communi-
cation signals are allocated only to subframes of carrier
type (new carrier type) that provide no resource for allo-
cating a physical downlink control channel, and in which,
furthermore, the subframes where these small cell com-
munication signals are allocated are reported to mobile
terminal apparatuses. The mobile terminal apparatuses
identify the radio resources where the small cell commu-
nication signals are allocated, based on the subframes
that are reported.
[0036] By this means, small cell communication sig-
nals are allocated to subframes of new carrier type. In
the subframes of new carrier type, mobile terminal ap-
paratuses that do not support the small cell communica-
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tion signals are not connected, so that it is possible to
prevent the situation where the mobile terminal appara-
tuses that do not support the small cell communication
signals are negatively influenced by the small cell com-
munication signals.
[0037] Next, the first aspect of the present invention
will be described in detail. As noted earlier, according to
the first aspect, small cell communication signals are al-
located to subframes that can be selected as MBSFN
subframes, among the subframes contained in a radio
frame, and, furthermore, the MBSFN subframes where
these small cell communication signals are allocated are
reported. In other words, according to the first aspect, in
a carrier where mobile terminal apparatuses that do not
support small cell communication signals (mobile termi-
nal apparatuses of Rel-11 LTE and earlier versions) are
connected, subframes that contain small cell communi-
cation signals are reported to the mobile terminal appa-
ratuses that do not support the small cell communication
signals as MBSFN subframes, so as not to execute data
demodulation and so on in the subframes that contain
small cell communication signals.
[0038] In an MBSFN subframe, maximum two OFDM
symbols from the top of the subframe are defined as the
region for allocating the PDCCH. In the MBSFN sub-
frame, resource elements (REs) apart from the PDCCH
allocation region are defined as the region for allocating
the PDSCH. Furthermore, no CRS is allocated to this
PDSCH allocation region.
[0039] FIG. 3 is a diagram to explain a radio frame that
contains MBSFN subframes. As shown in FIG. 3, among
subframes #0 to #9 that constitute the radio frame, MBS-
FN subframes are selectively set in the subframes that
exclude subframe #0, #4, #5 and #9. That is to say, it is
possible to set MBSFN subframes selectively in sub-
frame #1 to #3, #6 to #8. In the MBSFN subframes, mobile
terminal apparatuses can execute measurement alone.
[0040] A macro station or a local station allocates small
cell communication signals to subframes that can be se-
lected as MBSFN subframe in this way (subframe #1 to
#3 and #6 to #8). Then, the MBSFN subframes allocated
in this way are reported to mobile terminal apparatuses.
For example, the MBSFN subframes may be reported
by using higher layer signaling, but this is by no means
limiting. The MBSFN subframes may be reported by
means of broadcast signals and control signals (for ex-
ample, the PDCCH) as well.
[0041] The small cell communication signals include,
for example, the above-noted DISCOVERY SIGNALS,
the signal for designating dormant mode to stop signal
transmission from the small cells (hereinafter referred to
as "dormant mode designating signal"), control signals,
synchronization signals, broadcast signals, reference
signal and data signals that are transmitted from the small
cells to mobile terminal apparatuses, and control signals,
synchronization signals, broadcast signals, reference
signals and data signals that are transmitted from the
macro cell to the small cells, but these are by no means

limiting. As a principle, the DISCOVERY SIGNALS are
transmitted from the local stations, and the dormant
mode designating signal is transmitted from the macro
station.
[0042] Even when the local stations transmit DISCOV-
ERY SIGNALS, the radio resources (subframes) to con-
tain the DISCOVERY SIGNALS are allocated to MBSFN
subframes. Then, these radio resources (subframe) are
reported to mobile terminal apparatuses that do not sup-
port the DISCOVERY SIGNALS as MBSFN subframes.
Consequently, it is possible to prevent the situation where
the mobile terminal apparatuses identify the radio re-
sources (subframes) that contain the DISCOVERY SIG-
NALS as normal subframes (for example, subframes in
which data signals and control signals are multiplexed),
so that it becomes possible to prevent the occurrence of
problems such as deterioration of the accuracy of de-
modulation of data signals and control signals.
[0043] Similarly, even when the macro station trans-
mits the dormant mode designating signal, the radio re-
source (subframe) that contains the dormant mode des-
ignating signal is allocated to an MBSFN subframe. Then,
the radio resource (subframe) is reported to mobile ter-
minal apparatuses that do not support the dormant mode
designating signal as an MBSFN subframe. Consequent-
ly, it is possible to prevent the situation where the mobile
terminal apparatuses identify the radio resource (sub-
frame) that contains the dormant mode designating sig-
nal as a normal subframe, so that it becomes possible
to prevent the occurrence of problems such as deterio-
ration of the accuracy of demodulation of data signals
and control signals.
[0044] Next, the second aspect of the present invention
will be described in detail. As noted earlier, according to
the second aspect, small cell-related signals are allocat-
ed only to subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is
restricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction,
and, furthermore, the subframes where these small cell
communication signals are allocated are reported to mo-
bile terminal apparatuses as subframes in which
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted. In other words,
according to the second aspect, in a carrier in which mo-
bile terminal apparatuses that do not support small cell
communication signals (mobile terminal apparatuses of
Rel-11 LTE and earlier versions) are connected, sub-
frames that contain small cell communication signals are
reported to the mobile terminal apparatuses that do not
support the small cell communication signals as sub-
frames where RRM/RLM measurement is restricted, so
as not to execute RRM/RLM measurement in the sub-
frames that contain small cell communication signals.
[0045] In LTE (Rel-10), the content of not carrying out
RLM measurement outside subframes that are designat-
ed by higher layer signaling finds support (TS36.213).
Furthermore, in LTE (Rel-10), the content of carrying out
RRM measurement only in subframes that are designat-
ed by higher layer signaling so as to allow mobile terminal
apparatuses to measure subframes with little interfer-
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ence finds support (TS36.331).
[0046] FIG. 4 is a diagram to explain a radio frame that
contains subframes in which RRM/RLM measurement is
restricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction.
Note that, in FIG. 4, the content pertaining to the
RRM/RLM measurement restriction is shown in a simpli-
fied manner. As shown in FIG. 4, in RRM/RLM measure-
ment restriction, the bit "1" designates the subframes in
which RRM/RLM measurement is designated to be car-
ried out, and the bit "0" designates the subframes in which
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted. In the example
shown in FIG. 4, among subframes #0 to #9 constituting
the radio frame, RRM/RLM measurement is allowed to
be carried out in subframes #0, #1, and #5 to #7, and
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted in subframes #2 to
#4, #8 and #9.
[0047] The macro station or the local stations allocate
small cell communication signals to the subframes in
which RRM/RLM measurement is restricted in this way.
Then, the subframes which are allocated in this way and
in which RRM/RLM measurement is restricted are report-
ed to mobile terminal apparatuses. For example, the sub-
frames in which RRM/RLM measurement is restricted
may be reported by using higher layer signaling, but this
is by no means limiting. The subframes in which
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted may be reported
by using broadcast signals, control signals (for example,
the PDCCH) and so on. Similar to the first aspect, al-
though, for example, the DISCOVERY SIGNALS and
dormant mode designating signal are included in small
cell communication signals, this is by no means limiting.
[0048] Even when the local stations transmit DISCOV-
ERY SIGNALS, the radio resources (subframes) to con-
tain the DISCOVERY SIGNALS are allocated to sub-
frames in which RRM/RLM measurement is restricted.
Then, these radio resources (subframes) are reported to
mobile terminal apparatuses that do not support the DIS-
COVERY SIGNALS as subframes in which RRM/RLM
measurement is restricted. Consequently, it is possible
to prevent the situation where the mobile terminal appa-
ratuses identify the radio resources (subframes) that con-
tain the DISCOVERY SIGNALS as subframes where
RRM/RLM measurement can be executed, so that it be-
comes possible to feed back adequate RRM/RLM meas-
urement results.
[0049] Similarly, even when the macro station trans-
mits the dormant mode designating signal, the radio re-
source (subframe) to contain the dormant mode desig-
nating signal is allocated to a subframe in which
RRM/RLM measurement is restricted. Then, this radio
resource (subframe) is reported to mobile terminal ap-
paratuses that do not support the dormant mode desig-
nating signal as a subframe in which RRM/RLM meas-
urement is restricted. Consequently, in the mobile termi-
nal apparatus, it is possible to prevent the situation where
radio resources (subframe) that contain the dormant
mode designating signal are identified as subframes in
which RRM/RLM measurement can be execute, so that

it becomes possible to feed back adequate RRM/RLM
measurement results.
[0050] Next, the third aspect of the present invention
will be described in detail. As noted earlier, according to
the third aspect, small cell communication signals are
allocated only to subframes in which CSI measurement
is designated to be carried out by a CSI measurement
restriction, and, furthermore, the subframes where these
small cell communication signals are allocated are re-
ported to mobile terminal apparatuses as subframes in
which CSI measurement is designated to be carried out.
[0051] In LTE (Rel. 10), the contents of preparing two
kinds of subframe sets, in which CSI measurement is
designated to be carried out, and executing CSI meas-
urement in mobile terminal apparatuses by using these
subframe sets find support (CSI measurement restric-
tion).
[0052] FIG. 5 is a diagram to explain subframes, in
which CSI measurement is designated to be carried out
by a CSI measurement restriction. Note that, in FIG. 5,
the content pertaining to the CSI measurement restriction
is shown in a simplified manner. As shown in FIG. 5, the
macro station can set two kinds of subframe sets (pattern
CCSI_0 and pattern CCSI_1) for mobile terminal appara-
tuses. With the example shown in FIG. 5, when the CSI
of CCSI_0 is fed back in subframe n, a mobile terminal
apparatus goes four subframes or more backward from
that subframe n and calculates the CSI by using the sub-
frame containing the nearest CCSI_0 as the CQI reference
resource.
[0053] The macro station allocates small cell commu-
nication signals to one subframe set (for example, the
pattern CCSI_0) between the two kinds of subframe sets,
which are set in this way and in which CSI measurement
is designated to be carried out. Then, the macro base
station reports the subframes, in which CSI measure-
ment is designated to be carried out in this way, to mobile
terminal apparatuses. For example, although the sub-
frames in which CSI measurement is designated to be
carried out are reported by using higher layer signaling,
this is by no means limiting. The subframes where CSI
measurement is designated to be carried out may be
reported by using broadcast signals, control signals (for
example, the PDCCH) as well. Similar to the first and
second aspects, although, for example, the DISCOVERY
SIGNALS and dormant mode designating signal are in-
cluded in small cell communication signals, this is by no
means limiting.
[0054] Upon receiving this report, a mobile terminal ap-
paratus executes CSI measurement using the two kinds
of subframe sets, and feeds back channel received qual-
ity information that is achieved by performing two kinds
of interference estimation to the macro station. The mac-
ro station recognizes the one subframe set to which the
small cell communication signals are allocated (for ex-
ample, the pattern CCSI_0). Consequently, the macro sta-
tion discards this one subframe set (for example, the pat-
tern CCSI_0). Then, the macro base station executes
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scheduling and so on by using the channel received qual-
ity information used with respect to the other subframe
set (for example, the pattern CCSI_1), to which no small
cell communication signal is allocated. By this means,
even when the local stations (macro station) transmit
DISCOVERY SIGNALS (dormant mode designating sig-
nal) as small cell communication signals, it is still possible
to execute scheduling and so on by using channel re-
ceived quality information that is gained by using sub-
frames that are not influenced by these small cell com-
munication signals, so that it is possible to prevent the
situation where channel received quality information can-
not be measured due to DISCOVERY SIGNALS (dor-
mant mode designating signal).
[0055] Next, the fourth aspect of the present invention
will be described in detail. As noted earlier, according to
the fourth aspect, small cell communication signals are
allocated only to radio resources where CSI-RSs can be
multiplexed, and the radio resources to which these small
cell communication signals are allocated are reported to
mobile terminal apparatuses. In other words, according
to the fourth aspect, in a carrier in which mobile terminal
apparatuses that do not support small cell communica-
tion signals (mobile terminal apparatuses of Rel-11 LTE
and earlier versions) are connected, radio resources that
contain small cell communication signals are reported to
the mobile terminal apparatuses that do not support the
small cell communication signals, as radio resources
where CSI-RSs can be multiplexed, so as not to execute
data demodulation in the radio resources that contain
small cell communication signals.
[0056] The small cell communication signals (for ex-
ample, the DISCOVERY SIGNALS, the dormant mode
designating signal and so on) that are multiplexed over
the radio resources are not data signals. Consequently,
if rate matching is carried out by involving these small
cell communication signals in mobile terminal apparatus-
es not supporting the small cell communication signals,
it is not possible to adjust the bit rate of received data
adequately. Meanwhile, to carry out rate matching in mo-
bile terminal apparatuses, it is necessary to select the
radio resources (REs) where the data signal (PDSCH)
is allocated. Note that, in this rate matching, the radio
resources (REs) where CSI-RSs are multiplexed are ex-
cluded.
[0057] From this perspective, according to the fourth
aspect, small cell communication signals are limitedly
multiplexed over radio resources (REs) where CSI-RSs
can be multiplexed, and, furthermore, the radio resources
(REs) where these small cell communication signals are
allocated are reported to mobile terminal apparatuses. A
mobile terminal apparatus that receives this report can
carry out rate matching by excluding the radio resources
(REs) where the small cell communication signals are
multiplexed. As a result of this, it is possible to prevent
the situation where rate matching is carried out by involv-
ing the radio resources where the small cell communica-
tion signals are multiplexed, so that it becomes possible

to execute rate matching adequately by using radio re-
sources where data signals may be multiplexed.
[0058] Now, the radio communication system accord-
ing to the present embodiment will be described in detail.
FIG. 6 is a diagram to explain a system structure of a
radio communication system according to the present
embodiment. Note that the radio communication system
shown in FIG. 6 is a system to accommodate, for exam-
ple, the LTE system or SUPER 3G. This radio commu-
nication system supports carrier aggregation, whereby a
plurality of fundamental frequency blocks are grouped
into one, by using the system band of the LTE system
as one unit. Also, this radio communication system may
be referred to as "IMT-advanced," "4G," or "FRA (Future
Radio Access)" and so on.
[0059] As shown in FIG. 6, the radio communication
system 1 has a macro station 30, which covers a macro
cell C1, and a plurality of local stations 30, which cover
a plurality of small cells C2 provided inside the macro
cell C1. Also, many mobile terminal apparatuses 10 are
placed in the macro cell C1 and in each small cell C2.
The mobile terminal apparatuses 10 support the radio
communication schemes for the macro cell and the small
cells, and are configured to be capable of performing
radio communication with the macro station 30 and the
local stations 20.
[0060] Communication between the mobile terminal
apparatuses 10 and the macro station 30 is carried out
using a macro cell frequency (for example, a frequency
band). Communication between the mobile terminal ap-
paratuses 10 and the local stations 20 is carried out using
a small cell frequency (for example, a high frequency
band). Also, the macro station 30 and each local station
20 are connected by wire connection or by wireless con-
nection.
[0061] The macro station 30 and each local station 20
are connected with a higher station apparatus, which is
not illustrated, and are connected with a core network 50
via the higher station apparatus. Note that the higher sta-
tion apparatus may be, for example, an access gateway
apparatus, a radio network controller (RNC), a mobility
management entity (MME) and so on, but is by no means
limited to these. Also, the local stations 20 may be con-
nected with the higher station apparatus via the macro
station 30.
[0062] Note that, although the mobile terminal appa-
ratuses 10 may be either LTE terminals or LTE-A termi-
nals, the following description will be given simply with
respect to mobile terminal apparatuses, unless specified
otherwise. Also, although mobile terminal apparatuses
will be described to perform radio communication with
the macro station 30 and the local stations 20 for ease
of explanation, more generally, user equipment (UE) to
include both mobile terminal apparatuses and fixed ter-
minal apparatuses may be used as well. Also, the local
stations 20 and the macro station 30 may be referred to
as "macro cell transmission point" and "small cell trans-
mission points," respectively. Note that the local stations
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20 may be optical remote base station apparatuses as
well.
[0063] In the radio communication system, as radio ac-
cess schemes, OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access) is applied to the downlink, and SC-FD-
MA (Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access)
is applied to the uplink. OFDMA is a multi-carrier trans-
mission scheme to perform communication by dividing a
frequency band into a plurality of narrow frequency bands
(subcarriers) and mapping data to each subcarrier. SC-
FDMA is a single-carrier transmission scheme to reduce
interference between terminals by dividing the system
band into bands formed with one or continuous resource
blocks, per terminal, and allowing a plurality of terminals
to use mutually different bands.
[0064] Now, communication channels in the LTE sys-
tem will be described. Downlink communication channels
include a PDSCH (Physical Downlink Shared Channel),
which is used by each mobile terminal apparatus 10 on
a shared basis, and downlink L1/L2 control channels
(PDCCH, PCFICH and PHICH). User data and higher
control information are transmitted by the PDSCH.
Scheduling information for the PDSCH and the PUSCH
and so on are transmitted by the PDCCH (Physical Down-
link Control Channel). The number of OFDM symbols to
use for the PDCCH is transmitted by the PCFICH (Phys-
ical Control Format Indicator Channel). HARQ ACK and
NACK for the PUSCH are transmitted by the PHICH
(Physical Hybrid-ARQ Indicator Channel).
[0065] Uplink communication channels include a
PUSCH (Physical Uplink Shared Channel), which is used
by each mobile terminal apparatus 10 on a shared basis
as an uplink data channel, and a PUCCH (Physical Uplink
Control Channel), which is an uplink control channel. Us-
er data and higher control information are transmitted by
this PUSCH. Also, downlink radio quality information
(CQI: Channel Quality Indicator), ACK/NACK and so on
are transmitted by the PUCCH.
[0066] Now, overall structures of the macro station 30
and the local stations 20 will be described below with
reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8. FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 are
diagrams to show overall structures of the macro station
(macro cell base station apparatus) 30 and the local sta-
tions (small cell base station apparatuses) 20, respec-
tively. Note that, in the following description, a case will
be described where, as examples of small cell commu-
nication signals, the macro station 30 generates dormant
mode designating signals and the local stations 20 gen-
erate DISCOVERY SIGNALS. However, the small cell
communication signals to be generated in the macro sta-
tion 30 and the local stations 20 are by no means limited
to these, and may be changed as appropriate.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 7, the macro station 30 has,
as processing sections on the transmitting sequence, a
control information generating section 301, a dormant
mode designating signal generating section 302, a down-
link signal generating section 303, a downlink signal mul-
tiplexing section 304, a baseband transmission signal

processing section 305 and an RF transmitting circuit
306.
[0068] The control information generating section 301
generates control information for allowing the macro sta-
tion 30 and the local stations 20 to communicate with the
mobile terminal apparatuses 10. The control information
generating section 301 outputs the generated control in-
formation to the transmission path interface 312 and the
downlink signal multiplexing section 304. For example,
control information (DS transmission control information)
for transmitting DISCOVERY SIGNALS from the local
stations 20 is output to the transmission path interface
312. The DS transmission control information is trans-
mitted to the local stations 20 via the transmission path
interface 312. On the other hand, control information for
the macro cell (macro cell control information) is trans-
mitted to the mobile terminal apparatuses 10 via the
downlink signal multiplexing section 304.
[0069] The dormant mode designating signal generat-
ing section 302 generates a dormant mode designating
signal in accordance in response to a command from the
control information generating section 301. The downlink
signal generating section 303 generates a downlink data
signal and a downlink reference signal. Also, depending
on the radio resource where the dormant mode desig-
nating signal is multiplexed, the downlink signal gener-
ating section 303 generates a higher layer signal to in-
clude identification information that can identify that radio
resource. For example, according to the first aspect, a
higher layer signal to include subframes that can be se-
lected as MBSFN subframes is generated. Also, accord-
ing to the second aspect, a higher layer signal to include
subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is restricted
by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction is generated.
Furthermore, according to the third aspect, a higher layer
signal to include subframes, in which CSI measurement
is designated to be carried out by a CSI measurement
restriction, is generated. Furthermore, according to the
fourth aspect, a higher layer signal to include radio re-
sources where CSI-RSs can be multiplexed is generated.
Furthermore, according to the fifth aspect, a higher layer
signal to include subframes of carrier type (new carrier
type) that provide no resource for allocating a physical
downlink control channel is generated.
[0070] The downlink signal multiplexing section 304
constitutes a multiplexing section, and multiplexes the
macro cell control information, the dormant mode desig-
nating signal, the downlink data signal as a macro cell
downlink signal, and the downlink reference signal. For
example, according to the first aspect, the downlink sig-
nal multiplexing section 304 multiplexes the dormant
mode designating signal over a subframe that can be
selected as an MBSFN subframe. Also, according to the
second aspect, the downlink signal multiplexing section
304 multiplexes the dormant mode designating signal
over a subframe where RRM/RLM measurement is re-
stricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction. Fur-
thermore, according to the third aspect, the downlink sig-
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nal multiplexing section 304 multiplexes the dormant
mode designating signal over a subframe in which CSI
measurement is designated to be carried out by a CSI
measurement restriction. Furthermore, according to the
fourth aspect, the downlink signal multiplexing section
304 multiplexes the dormant mode designating signal
over a radio resource where a CSI-RS can be multi-
plexed. Furthermore, according to the fifth aspect, the
downlink signal multiplexing section 304 multiplexes the
dormant mode designating signal over a subframe of car-
rier type (new carrier type) that provides no resource for
allocating the physical downlink control channel.
[0071] The macro cell downlink signal for the mobile
terminal apparatuses 10 is input in the baseband trans-
mission signal processing section 305, and subjected to
digital signal processing. For example, in the event of a
downlink signal of the OFDM scheme, the signal is con-
verted from a frequency domain signal to a time se-
quence signal through an inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform), and cyclic pre-
fixes are inserted. Then, the downlink signal passes the
RF transmitting circuit 306, and is transmitted from the
transmitting/receiving antenna 308 via the duplexer 307
that is provided between the transmitting sequence and
the receiving sequence.
[0072] Also, as shown in FIG. 7, the macro station 30
has, as processing sections on the receiving sequence,
an RF receiving circuit 309, a baseband received signal
processing section 310, and an uplink signal demodula-
tion/decoding section 311.
[0073] An uplink signal from a mobile terminal appa-
ratus 10 is received in the transmitting/receiving antenna
308, and input in the baseband received signal process-
ing section 310 via the duplexer 307 and the RF receiving
circuit 309. In the baseband received signal processing
section 310, the uplink signal is subjected to digital signal
processing. For example, in the event of an uplink signal
of the OFDM scheme, the cyclic prefixes are removed,
and the signal is converted from a time sequence signal
to a frequency domain signal through a fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT: Fast Fourier Transform). The uplink data sig-
nal is input in the uplink signal demodulation/decoding
section 311, and decoded (descrambled) and demodu-
lated in the uplink signal demodulation/decoding section
311.
[0074] Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 8, a local station
20 has a control information receiving section 201. Fur-
thermore, the local station 20 has, as processing sections
on the transmitting sequence, a downlink signal gener-
ating section 202, a DISCOVERY SIGNAL generating
section 203, a downlink signal multiplexing section 204,
a baseband transmission signal processing section 205
and an RF transmitting circuit 206. Note that the local
station 20 is located very close to the mobile terminal
apparatus 10.
[0075] The control information receiving section 201
receives control information from the macro station 30
via the transmission path interface 213. For example, DS

transmission control information is received. The control
information receiving section 201 outputs the DS trans-
mission control information to the DISCOVERY SIGNAL
generating section 203. Also, when the local station 20
transfers control information to the mobile terminal ap-
paratus 10, the appropriate control information is output
to the downlink signal multiplexing section 204.
[0076] The downlink signal generating section 202
generates a downlink data signal (PDSCH), a downlink
reference signal and a downlink control signal (ePD-
CCH). Depending on the radio resources where the DIS-
COVERY SIGNALS are multiplexed, the downlink signal
generating section 202 generates a higher layer signal
to include identification information that can identify the
radio resources. For example, according to the first as-
pect, a higher layer signal to include subframes that can
be selected as MBSFN subframes is generated. Also,
according to the second aspect, a higher layer signal to
include subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is re-
stricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction is gen-
erated. Furthermore, according to the third aspect, a
higher layer signal to include subframes, in which CSI
measurement is designated to be carried out by a CSI
measurement restriction, is generated. Furthermore, ac-
cording to the fourth aspect, a higher layer signal to in-
clude radio resources where CSI-RSs can be multiplexed
is generated. Furthermore, according to the fifth aspect,
a higher layer signal to include subframes of carrier type
(new carrier type) that provide no resource for allocating
the physical downlink control channel is generated.
[0077] The DISCOVERY SIGNAL generating section
203 generates the DISCOVERY SIGNAL based on the
DS transmission control information that is input from the
control information receiving section 201. The DS trans-
mission control information includes radio resource in-
formation, signal sequence information and so on, for
transmitting the DISCOVERY SIGNAL to the mobile ter-
minal apparatus 10. The radio resource information in-
cludes, for example, the transmission interval, the fre-
quency position, the code of the DISCOVERY SIGNAL,
and so on.
[0078] The downlink signal multiplexing section 204
constitutes a multiplexing section, and multiplexes the
downlink transmission data, the DISCOVERY SIGNAL,
the downlink reference signal, and the downlink control
signal. For example, according to the first aspect, the
downlink signal multiplexing section 204 multiplexes the
DISCOVERY SIGNAL over a subframe that can be se-
lected as an MBSFN subframe. Also, according to the
second aspect, the downlink signal multiplexing section
204 multiplexes the DISCOVERY SIGNAL over a sub-
frame where RRM/RLM measurement is restricted by an
RRM/RLM measurement restriction. Furthermore, ac-
cording to the third aspect, the downlink signal multiplex-
ing section 204 multiplexes the DISCOVERY SIGNAL
over a subframe in which CSI measurement is designat-
ed to be carried out by a CSI measurement restriction.
Furthermore, according to the fourth aspect, the downlink
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signal multiplexing section 204 multiplexes the DISCOV-
ERY SIGNAL over a radio resource where a CSI-RS can
be multiplexed. Furthermore, according to the fifth as-
pect, the downlink signal multiplexing section 204 multi-
plexes the DISCOVERY SIGNAL over a subframe of car-
rier type (new carrier type) that provides no resource for
allocating the physical downlink control channel.
[0079] The downlink signal for the mobile terminal ap-
paratuses 10 is input in the baseband transmission signal
processing section 205, and subjected to digital signal
processing. For example, in the event of a downlink signal
of the OFDM scheme, the signal is converted from a fre-
quency domain signal to a time sequence signal through
an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT: Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform), and cyclic prefixes are inserted.
Then, the downlink signal passes the RF transmitting cir-
cuit 206, and is transmitted from the transmitting/receiv-
ing antenna 208 via the change switch 207 that is pro-
vided between the transmitting sequence and the receiv-
ing sequence. Note that a duplexer may be provided in-
stead of the change switch 207.
[0080] Also, as shown in FIG. 8, the local station 20
has, as processing sections on the receiving sequence,
an RF receiving circuit 209, a baseband received signal
processing section 210, an uplink signal demodula-
tion/decoding section 211, and a transferring section 212.
[0081] A small cell uplink signal from the mobile termi-
nal apparatus 10 is received in the small cell transmit-
ting/receiving antenna 208, and input in the baseband
received signal processing section 210 via the change
switch 207 and the RF receiving circuit 209. In the base-
band received signal processing section 210, the uplink
signal is subjected to digital signal processing. For ex-
ample, in the event of an uplink signal of the OFDM
scheme, the cyclic prefixes are removed, and the signal
is converted from a time sequence signal into a frequency
domain signal through a fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The uplink data signal is input in the uplink signal demod-
ulation/decoding section 211, and decoded (descram-
bled) and demodulated in the uplink signal demodula-
tion/decoding section 211.
[0082] The transferring section 212 transfers the infor-
mation decoded from the uplink signal, such as CSI in-
formation, to the macro station 30 via the transmission
path interface 213. For example, when the local station
20 is determined by the macro station 30 to be the local
station to transmit the data channel and the control chan-
nel signal, a command to transmit the data channel and
the control channel signal to the mobile terminal appa-
ratus 10 is reported via the transmission path interface
213.
[0083] As has been described above, according to the
radio communication system 1 of the present embodi-
ment, identification information (higher layer signaling)
of radio resources where the small cell communication
signals (for example, the DISCOVERY SIGNALS, the
dormant mode designating signal and so on) are multi-
plexed is reported to mobile terminal apparatuses 10, so

that it is possible to identify these radio resources and
reduce the negative influence caused by the small cell
communication signals, even in mobile terminal appara-
tuses 10 that do not support the small cell communication
signals.
[0084] The present invention is by no means limited to
the above embodiment and can be implemented in var-
ious modifications. For example, it is possible to ade-
quately change the number of carriers, the bandwidth of
the carriers, the signaling method, the number of
processing sections, the order of processes and so on
in the above description, without departing from the
scope of the present invention, and implement the
present invention. Besides, the present invention can be
implemented with various changes, without departing
from the scope of the present invention.
[0085] The disclosure of Japanese Patent Application
No. 2012-228247, filed on October 15, 2012, including
the specification, drawings and abstract, is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.
[0086] Further embodiments are definded as E1 to E19
below:

E1. A communication system comprising a macro
base station apparatus that forms a macro cell and
a plurality of local base station apparatuses that are
connected with the macro base station apparatus
via a communication link and that form small cells
inside the macro cell, wherein the macro base station
apparatus or the local base station apparatuses al-
locate signals transmitted and received by the small
cells to specific radio resources and transmit the sig-
nals, and also report identification information that
can identify the radio resources where the signals
transmitted and received by the small cells are allo-
cated, to a mobile terminal apparatus.
E2. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses allocate the signals
transmitted and received by the small cells only to
subframes that can be selected as MBSFN (MBMS
Single Frequency Network) subframes, among sub-
frames contained in a radio frame.
E3. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses allocate the signals
transmitted and received by the small cells only to
subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is re-
stricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction.
E4. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses allocate the signals
transmitted and received by the small cells only to
subframes where CSI measurement is designated
to be carried out by a CSI measurement restriction.
E5. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses allocate the signals
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transmitted and received by the small cells only to
radio resources where CSI-RSs can be multiplexed.
E6. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses allocate the signals
transmitted and received by the small cells only to
subframes of carrier type which provide no resource
for allocating a physical downlink control channel.
E7. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus or the lo-
cal base station apparatuses report the identification
information to the mobile terminal apparatus through
higher layer signaling.
E8. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the macro base station apparatus transmits
a signal that can specify a small cell where signal
transmission is stopped, as a signal to be transmitted
and received by the small cells.
E9. The communication system according to E1,
wherein the local base station apparatuses transmit
a reference signal that is used to detect the local
base station apparatuses as a signal transmitted and
received by the small cells.
E10. A base station apparatus that is connected to
a network where a plurality of small cells are present
as candidates for access for a specific mobile termi-
nal apparatus, the base station apparatus compris-
ing: a multiplexing section that multiplexes signals
transmit and receive by the small cells over specific
radio resources; and a transmitting section that
transmits the signals transmitted and received by the
small cells, and that also transmits identification in-
formation that can identify the radio resources where
the signals transmitted and received by the small
cells are multiplexed.
E11. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein the multiplexing section multiplexes the sig-
nals transmitted and received by the small cells only
over subframes that can be selected as MBSFN
(MBMS Single Frequency Network) subframes,
among subframes contained in a radio frame.
E12. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein the multiplexing section multiplexes the sig-
nals transmitted and received by the small cells only
over subframes where RRM/RLM measurement is
restricted by an RRM/RLM measurement restriction.
E13. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein the multiplexing section multiplexes the sig-
nals transmitted and received by the small cells only
over subframes where CSI measurement is desig-
nated to be carried out by a CSI measurement re-
striction.
E14. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein the multiplexing section multiplexes the sig-
nals transmitted and received by the small cells only
over radio resources where CSI-RSs can be multi-
plexed.
E15. The base station apparatus according to E10,

wherein the multiplexing section multiplexes the sig-
nals transmitted and received by the small cells only
over subframes of carrier type which provide no re-
source for allocating a physical downlink control
channel.
E16. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein the multiplexing section transmits the iden-
tification information by including the identification
information in higher layer signaling.
E17. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein: the base station apparatus constitutes a
macro base station apparatus that forms a macro
cell; and the transmitting section transmits a signal
that can specify a small cell where signal transmis-
sion is stopped, as a signal to be transmitted and
received by the small cells.
E18. The base station apparatus according to E10,
wherein:

the base station apparatus constitutes a local
base station apparatus that is connected with a
macro base station apparatus forming a macro
cell via a communication link, and that forms a
small cell within the macro cell; and the trans-
mitting section transmits a reference signal that
is used to detect the local base station appara-
tuses as a signal transmitted and received by
the small cells.

E19. A communication method in a communication
system comprising a macro base station apparatus
that forms a macro cell and a plurality of local base
station apparatuses that are connected with the mac-
ro base station apparatus via a communication link
and that form small cells inside the macro cell, the
communication method comprising the steps in
which: from the macro base station apparatus or the
local base station apparatuses, signals to be trans-
mitted and received by the small cells are allocated
to specific radio resources and transmitted; and iden-
tification information that can identify the radio re-
sources where the signals transmitted and received
by the small cells are allocated is reported to a mobile
terminal apparatus.

Claims

1. A base station apparatus comprising:

a multiplexing section configured to map a dis-
covery signal having a longer transmission pe-
riodicity than a synchronization signal defined in
LTE Rel. 8, to a radio resource to which a chan-
nel state information-reference signal, CSI-RS,
is multiplexable; and
a transmitting section configured to transmit
identification information for identifying the radio
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resource and to transmit the discovery signal in
the radio resource.

2. A user terminal comprising:

means for receiving identification information for
identifying a radio resource to which a channel
state information-reference signal, CSI-RS, is
multiplexable and for receiving, in the radio re-
source, a discovery signal having a longer trans-
mission periodicity than a synchronization signal
defined in LTE Rel. 8; and
means for performing measurement on the radio
resource based on the identification information.

3. A radio communication method for a user terminal,
comprising:

receiving identification information for identify-
ing a radio resource to which a channel state
information-reference signal, CSI-RS, is multi-
plexable and receiving, in the radio resource, a
discovery signal having a longer transmission
periodicity than a synchronization signal defined
in LTE Rel. 8; and
performing measurement on the radio resource
based on the identification information.
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